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Abstract

In this paper, we present the findings of
the Shared Task on Swiss German Lan-
guage Identification organised as part of
the 7th edition of GermEval, co-located
with SwissText and KONVENS 2020.

1 Introduction

Language Identification is the task of determining
which language(s) a given piece of text is writ-
ten in. It is an important step in many modern
language processing pipelines, especially when
working with online data sources as well as for
tasks where downstream processing is language-
dependent. While it has previously been pro-
claimed ”a solved problem” (McNamee, 2005),
there are still several open challenges: handling
short, noisy, user-generated text from social me-
dia is much harder than working with carefully
composed and edited documents, such as news ar-
ticles. Similarly, while some languages are easy to
distinguish from each other, the more fine-grained
the distinction we want to make, the harder it is
to train systems to do so automatically. For in-
stance, while it may be relatively easy to distin-
guish Arabic from English, it is difficult to dis-
tinguish different variations of Arabic from each
other (Zampieri et al., 2018).

In this shared task, we are specifically inter-
ested in identifying Swiss German. While Stan-
dard German is one of the official languages of
Switzerland (the others are French, Italian and
Romansh), people in the German-speaking part
of Switzerland speak a variety called Swiss Ger-
man. It is composed of a range of local dialects,
none of which have a standardized writing system.
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Nonetheless, the advent of the internet and social
media has led to an increase in the written usage
of Swiss German (Siebenhaar, 2003).

Since its written usage has only picked up in
recent years, and there are only few native speak-
ers to begin with, Swiss German can be consid-
ered a low-resource language. As such, it is not
supported by most modern language identification
tools.

In this task we are interested in identifying
Swiss German as it is written on social media. We
propose a binary classification task of distinguish-
ing Swiss German from any other language. To
that end we create a new data set from messages
from the social media platform Twitter1.

2 Related Work

Jauhiainen et al. (2018) have recently summarized
the long history of language identification and the
various approaches that have been explored over
the years.

Recent editions of the VarDial workshop in-
cluded many different language identification
tasks (Zampieri et al., 2019, 2018, 2017). The
tasks usually revolve around distinguishing simi-
lar languages, such as dialects of Arabic. Most
importantly, it also included tasks on German Di-
alect Identification, which challenged participants
to distinguish four regional dialects of Swiss Ger-
man. The task data was taken from the ArchiMob
corpus of Spoken Swiss German (Scherrer et al.,
2019), which consists of interviews transcribed
following the ”Schwyzertütschi Dialäktschrift” by
Dieth (1986).

Linder et al. (2019) gathered a corpus of Swiss
German from web resources. To build their cor-
pus, they developed a language identification sys-
tem based on the Leipzig text corpora (Goldhahn
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et al., 2012), reporting an accuracy of 99.58%
using a fine-tuned BERT model (Devlin et al.,
2019). Previously, von Däniken and Cieliebak
(2018) built a simple binary SVM classifier based
on character n-grams and trained it on data from
the SB-CH corpus (Grubenmann et al., 2018).

2.1 Corpora

NOAH NOAH’s corpus of Swiss German Di-
alects (Aepli et al., 2018) is a compilation of Swiss
German texts from various sources and domains.
It contains newspaper articles, blog posts, articles
from the Alemannic Wikipedia, novels by Viktor
Schobinger, and the Swatch Annual Business Re-
port. Its 115’000 tokens have been annotated with
Part-of-Speech tags.

Swiss SMS Corpus The Swiss SMS Corpus
(Stark et al., 2009-2014) contains 25’947 SMS
sent by the Swiss public in 2009 and 2010, of
which around 41% are written in Swiss German.

ArchiMob The previously mentioned Archi-
Mob corpus (Scherrer et al., 2019) contains inter-
view transcriptions. The latest release includes 43
transcripts with an average length of 15’000 to-
kens. The transcription script (Dieth, 1986) aims
at a close phonetic representation of the pronun-
ciation and is unfortunately not representative of
how Swiss German is written on social media. For
this reason, the corpus is not as useful for our pur-
poses.

SB-CH Grubenmann et al. (2018) extended
NOAH and the Swiss SMS Corpus with two new
sources. The first is 87’892 comments crawled
from a Facebook page dedicated to Swiss Ger-
man, and the second are 115’350 messages gath-
ered from the online chat platform ”Chatmania”.
They provide sentiment annotations for parts of
their corpus.

SwissCrawl Recently, Linder et al. (2019) built
a large corpus of 562’521 Swiss German sentences
from web resources.

3 Task Description

We propose a binary classification task of deciding
whether a given Tweet is written in Swiss German
(GSW) or any other language (NOT GSW). The
provided data comes from Twitter, which is a no-
toriously noisy data source. For training we only
provided Tweets from the positive class (GSW),

forcing participants to seek out a diverse set of ad-
ditional resources to build robust systems, as the
goal is to build a system that can generalize be-
yond Twitter.

Evaluation Participants were asked to submit
predicted labels, as well as classifier scores, such
as confidences, distances to decision boundary, or
similar. We evaluate Precision, Recall, and F1-
score of the predicted labels and rank systems ac-
cording to their F1-score for the GSW class. Addi-
tionally we use the classifier scores to plot the Re-
ceiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve and
Precision-Recall curves. We compute the Area
Under the ROC curve (AUROC) and Average-
Precision (AP) as secondary criteria to rank the
submissions. While it is standard practice to use
F1-score to evaluate text classification systems,
we were also interested in the specific precision-
recall trade-offs of the different submissions. We
are particularly interested in applying insights of
the submitted systems to collect further Swiss Ger-
man samples, and for that it is useful to be able to
adapt the classification threshold to limit false pos-
itives in practice.

4 Data

Instead of sampling data from Twitter directly, we
chose to rely on the Swiss Twitter Corpus (Nalm-
pantis et al., 2018). It contains Tweets from 2017
and 2018 related to Switzerland, based on geolo-
cation data, keywords related to Switzerland, and
other criteria. The corpus contains a substantial
subset of Tweets written in Swiss German, as well
as a variety of other languages.

To build our data set, we sampled one million
entries from the Swiss Twitter Corpus, and ranked
them according to the SVM scores of von Däniken
and Cieliebak (2018). We selected the top 10000
Tweets according to this score for manual annota-
tion.

Every Tweet was annotated by one native
speaker of Swiss German into one of four cat-
egories: The labels GSW and NOT GSW were
used for Tweets that are unambiguously written
in Swiss German (GSW) or any other language
(NOT GSW). The label INDIST (short for indis-
tinguishable) was used for Tweets where a distinc-
tion between GSW and NOT GSW is not possible.
This is for instance the case for short utterances
consisting entirely of loanwords (Merci!, Hallo)
or utterances where all tokens have the same sur-



face form as another language but slightly dif-
ferent pronunciation in Swiss German (e.g. Viel
Spass!). Finally, the label OTHER was used for
Tweets that seemed to be nonsensical or spammy.
A summary of the raw annotations is shown in Ta-
ble 1.

Class Count
GSW 5994
NOT GSW 3908
INDIST 39
OTHER 59

Table 1: Overview of the number of raw annotations

For the released shared task data we excluded
the categories INDIST and OTHER, since we
deemed them not useful to evaluate language iden-
tification due to their nature and low occurrence
rate (see Table 1). Since we only published Tweet
IDs and their labels, in accordance with Twitter’s
Terms of Service, we also excluded Tweets which
were not available anymore at the time of publica-
tion. We also manually removed a few duplicate
entries before publication. The composition of the
final released data set2 can be seen in Table 2.

Train Test
freq % freq %

GSW 2001 100 2592 48.2
NOT GSW 0 0 2782 51.8

Total 2001 100 5374 100

Table 2: Class distribution in training and test data

5 Participants and Approaches

We had three groups participating in our shared
task.

Models All three teams employed very differ-
ent models and input representations. Team jj-
cl-uzh trained a bi-directional GRU on charac-
ter sequences (Goldzycher and Schaber, 2020).
Team IDIAP applied an auto-encoder architecture
to character n-gram BoW representations (Parida
et al., 2020). Finally, team Mohammadreza Ba-
naei (MB) employed a fine-tuned BERT model
followed by a FastText classifier (Banaei, 2020).

Additional Corpora Used Table 3 shows ad-
ditional corpora that the participants used. The

2The task data is available at: https://github.
zhaw.ch/vode/gswid2020/

following sources of Swiss German data were
used: SwissCrawl, NOAH, the chatmania sub-
corpus from SB-CH, and the Swiss SMS Cor-
pus. Similarly, the following corpora were used
for NOT GSW data: the Leipzig Corpora collec-
tion (Goldhahn et al., 2012), the Hamburg Depen-
dency Treebank (Foth et al., 2014), the data for the
second DSL shared task (DSLCCv2) (Zampieri
et al., 2015), and the Ling10 corpus (Olafenwa and
Olafenwa, 2018).

Fine Grained Classification The two leading
teams (see Section 6) noticed that they get an
improvement in performance when splitting the
NOT GSW class into sub-classes and training
their classifiers on the fine-grained labels.

Data Augmentation Since the provided Tweets
are substantially noisier than most of the other data
sets, Team jj-cl-uzh chose to inject character- and
token level noise into samples during training.

6 Results and Discussion

System Precision Recall F1
MB 0.984 0.979 0.982
jj-cl-uzh 0.945 0.993 0.968
IDIAP 0.775 0.998 0.872

Table 4: Precision, Recall, and F1 scores for the posi-
tive class (GSW) of all submissions

The full evaluation results can be seen in Table
4 and Figure 1. Overall all teams achieve good
scores with the two top teams ranking closely to-
gether and solving the task almost perfectly. Espe-
cially notable are the PR- and ROC-Curves, show-
ing that one can achieve near perfect precision (re-
call) without sacrificing too much recall (preci-
sion).

System Design Given that there were only
three participating systems, it is hard to draw
any general conclusions about the effectiveness
of different systems and features. Neverthe-
less, given that both top performing systems ap-
plied fine-grained classification by sub-dividing
the NOT GSW class, this seems a good principle
for other one-versus-all style language identifica-
tion tasks.

Task and Data Overall we can conclude that the
task of identifying Swiss German is indeed solv-
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IDIAP jj-cl-uzh MB
SwissCrawl ! ! !

NOAH ! !

SB-CH !

Swiss SMS Corpus !

Leipzig Corpora Collection ! !

Hamburg Dependency Treebank !

DSLCC v2 !

Ling10 !

Table 3: Overview of the additional corpora used by participants

(a) Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve for all sub-
missions and their respective Area Under Curve

(b) Precision Recall Curve for all submissions and their
respective Average Precision

Figure 1: Evaluation Results based on classifier scores of all submissions

able to a high degree of fidelity, even when facing
short and noisy user-generated utterances.

Future Work We see several important direc-
tions for future work. First of all we have to
show that the results of this evaluation hold up to
bigger data sets from a bigger range of domains.
One source of noise in this task’s data set is the
propensity of users to code-switch to English and
other languages. Therefore it would be interesting
to generalize the current task to token-level lan-
guage identification. Finally, good language iden-
tification enables us to gather larger high-quality
corpora of Swiss German texts. This has already
been achieved to an extent by Linder et al. (2019).
Once enough Swiss German texts are available,
the community can shift its efforts to extending
the annotations of these corpora (cf. Section 2)
and building up a collection of standard Natural
Language Processing tools for Swiss German.

7 Conclusion

We described the findings of the Shared Task on
Swiss German Language Identification which was
part of GermEval 2020. The three participating
teams achieved high evaluation scores, with the
best system reaching an F1-score of 0.982 on the
Swiss German class (evaluated on 5374 Tweets).
This indicates that Swiss German language identi-
fication is feasible with high fidelity even for short,
noisy, user-generated text.
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